
 

 
 

Oak Street Media Center Happenings 

September/October/November 2016 

 It seems like ages ago we were welcoming our Oak Street students back to a new school year! 

This year got off to a quick start but thanks to 44 returning volunteers and new ones (moms and 

grandmothers) dedicating their time to help in the media center we were able to have a smooth 

opening month.  

 The big change in the library in September was the replacement of our older model desktop 

computers with LG Chrome base computers. Because of the compact nature of the Chrome bases it 

was possible to reconfigure the layout of the computer tables to a more student-user friendly 

arrangement. Students are enjoying the 17 inch high definition monitors as well as the rapid login. 

 Once again our students are showing their penchant for reading. For the months of September 

/ October 4932 books were circulated in the Oak Street library! Once again thank you to our 

dedicated volunteers for making this possible! Please remind your student(s) to return their books on 

time so we can maintain this incredible flow of available books.  

Thanks to our generous PTO we are able to keep new books coming in to the library. Our “new 

book spindle” has been kept full with selections in part recommended by our Oak Street Students. As 

you are reading this, there are 45 new books to be catalogued! Thank you again PTO. 

All students began the year in the library by setting a library themed goal for the first marking 

period. Goals ranged from simple to complex, for example “I will read 5 books”, “I will try to return my 

books on time”, “I will become a better note taker” or “I will learn to be a better researcher”.Most 

students completed their goals and are now working toward completing their second marking period 

goal. Ask your student what their new goal is! 

  

Kindergarten: 

Students have progressed nicely in understanding library procedures, using shelf markers and 

becoming five star listeners. We are slowly working on independence in choosing a just right book 

and becoming aware of subjects in the nonfiction section. Students were able to choose one book to 

take home but starting December they will be allowed to choose two as long as their library account is 

current. 

Throughout the month of September, we have read books to introduce book care and library 

procedures. (Mr. Wiggles Book, We’re Going on a Book Hunt, Beverly Billingsly Borrows a Book). In 

addition to seasonal books about autumn and Thanksgiving, we have read and talked about pairings 

of fiction/nonfiction books. (ie. ‘Leaf Man’ and ‘Autumn’; ‘A Bed for the Winter’ and ‘Bear Snores On’ 

or ‘Hibernation Station’) to compare and contrast fiction with nonfiction and introduce the features of 

both.  

  

 



 In October we spent a few weeks on election themed literature such as “Monster Needs Your 

Vote”, “My Teacher for President” and  “Vote for Me”.  We also discussed the basic elements of a 

presidential election. Of course October fun also involved Halloween, and students enjoyed stories 

such as “The Big Pumpkin” and “Creepy Carrots”. 

 

 

First Grade 

First grade students have been learning how to use the nonfiction section of the library which 

opens up a whole new aspect of book selection for them. Class discussions centered on the author’s 

purpose for writing a nonfiction book (teaching us new information). In addition to being introduced to 

nonfiction books, students have enjoyed seasonal stories and activities. “Creepy Carrots” was our 

story for Halloween and students learned about author/illustrator team Aaron Reynolds and Peter 

Brown. We continue to work on choosing a just right book (although some like to choose books for 

their family to read with them!). Another author we studied is Loren Long and his Otis books—terrific 

books about a very special tractor and friendship. Ask your students about Otis-they were as 

endeared to the little red tractor as much as Loren Long is!  We were delighted to see the new Otis 

book “Otis and the Kittens”at the book fair, and the book was sold out! We had fun with the story 

“Thanksgiving at the Tappletons” for Thanksgiving. Class discussions centered around family 

traditions and foods of the Thanksgiving season. 

We have begun a unit in conjunction with classroom lessons on author Jan Brett. Students will 

enjoy Brett’s version of ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’ titled ‘The Three Snow Bears’, a native 

American Inuit version of the classic tale. We examined the art work of Brett and her many travels 

around the world where she gets ideas for her books. Students created a class mural with characters 

and images from the book. 

Food Around the World is the leading topic into research for first grade. During the months of 

November through January first grade students will use their new knowledge of nonfiction to locate 

information on three topics-food, clothing and shelter around the world. 

 

Second Grade 

Second grade students have been very busy in class with Native American research in 

October and November. Emphasis for the research process was on note taking (N.O.S.E. notes and 

‘cave man’ language) and using nonfiction tools such as Table of Contents, Index, using and reading 

maps, headings, skimming. The series Native Peoples was used to guide students in locating 

information about their tribe such as location past and present, shelter, clothing and food. In 

November we started a unit on fables and concentrated on ‘pour quoi’ tales of Native Americans. 

After reading “How Chipmunk Got His Stripes” by Joseph Bruchac –an Abenaki Indian author--

students began creating their own ‘why’ tale.  

The Presidential Election was a highlight for second grade students during the months of 

October and November. Students enjoyed learning about the election process and created their own 

election fact booklet. They participated in a nationwide “Cat in the Hat for Prez” election sponsored by 

Scholastic. They learned about 5 important causes—environment, education, hunger, ocean 

conservation and kindness—from presentations by their fifth grade buddy classes. They then voted 

online for the one they found most important. The nationwide first place result was Education, while 

the Oak Street School first place vote was for Environment. We also had some fun reading fiction 

stories election related such as “Duck for President” and “Grace for President”. For Thanksgiving  



we read the biography “Thank You Sarah: The Woman Who Saved Thanksgiving” and then 

discussed the holiday of Thanksgiving while constructing a basic timeline of the events leading up to 

the national holiday.  

 

Third Grade 

 Students began the year by learning how to use the Destiny library catalog to manage their 

library accounts. They are now able to reserve books, look up books and renew books on their 

account. The system is web based—students can access their account from any device that ha 

internet capabilities! 

Third grade students spent a significant amount of time learning the skill of using a dictionary, 

both print and online. Students viewed a Brain Pop video about dictionaries, and while viewing a 

PowerPoint presentation learned the importance of guide words, alphabetical order, spelling, and 

thumb tabs for locating words.  They learned uses for  a dictionary (pronunciation, part of speech, 

definition(s) and uses of the word) and then completed a scavenger hunt using a print dictionary 

using endangered species vocabulary words.  

The second part of the dictionary lesson involved Word Central, an user friendly, student 

oriented online dictionary. Following a Word Central demonstration on the Smart Board, students 

used computers to access Word Central (either through the Oak Street Library web page or by 

“Googling” Word Central). They then completed a web quest using the online dictionary. The book 

“Noah and His Words” based on Noah Webster was read aloud to students where they learned about 

the history of the American dictionary.  

Third grade students were guided in using C.O.B. note taking strategy and skills. (Previously 

N.O.S.E. notes) Emphasis was on finding key words, using cave man language, and organization. 

After the lesson about note taking, students used a timely article about Election Day from Read 

Works for note taking practice. Working in pairs, they decided on what note taking format they would 

use (T Chart, diagram, headings, bullets etc.), what did the author want to teach us about elections, 

and supporting facts. Students were successful in finding a note taking approach they were 

comfortable with while incorporating the C.O.B. note strategies. Using the book “Thank You Sarah: 

The Woman Who Saved Thanksgiving” and a prepared template of questions, students had another 

opportunity to practice note taking skills while listening for information.  

 

Fourth Grade 

  

In coordination with classroom curriculum on New Jersey, fourth grade students used mapping 

skills, web research techniques and knowledge about New Jersey to create a map of NJ. The area of 

focus was on locating four bicycle trails in New Jersey and researching details about the trails. 

Students began the project by creating a template map in Google drawing of NJ indicating major 

cities and bodies of water. They then used various predetermined websites to locate information 

about biking trails in NJ. A minimum of four trails were mapped, with information about the trail 

included in the map key (length, start/end point and other info the student deemed important.) 

Students were using map skills, atlas’, knowledge about NJ, and most importantly web searching 

strategies to locate relevant information. Informati9on was added directly into Google drawing and 

students learned how to incorporate a bibliography. 



Fourth grade began the month with an author study of Kate Di Camillo to coincide with reading 

“Because of Winn Dixie” in the classroom. Students learned about the author, her life, her position as 

Ambassador for Children’s Literature, themes throughout her novels, and her books.  

Students have begun a unit about author Chris Van Allsburg. Focus is on Van Allsburg’s book 

“Adventures of Harris Burdick”. We read the short story created by Kate Di Camillo based on the 

Burdick illustration “The Third Floor Bedroom”. Using this and other examples of short stories written 

based on Burdick’s illustration as background information, students are now creating a short story 

based on one of the mysterious Harris Burdick’s illustrations and will complete their story using Story 

Bird online.  

 

 

Fifth Grade 

Fifth grade students began the year by reviewing reference materials and information sources. 

They were introduced to a newly enabled feature on the Destiny library catalog website—Webpath. 

Students now know that in addition to searching for books in our library, they can also search the 

Follett database for grade appropriate web sites. They also were shown how to use research sites 

available through the EBSCO database such as Explora, Kids Search and Student Research Center. 

(The EBSCO link is now on the Oak Street Library web site). 

 The past few weeks, fifth grade classes have been working on researching Westward 

Expansion or environmental issues. Note taking skills were reinforced throughout the research 

process, as well as finding relevant information and evaluating information on a student driven topic.  

 We took a research break the week of Thanksgiving break and read “The Orange Shoes” by 

Trinka Hakes Noble—a story by a local author centered on gratefulness, family and anti-bullying—a 

perfect story for the season! Students learned about the author and her works (most famously The 

Day Jimmy’s Boa Ate the Wash) 

 Students were introduced to Noodle Tools, the online research tool used at WAMS for the 

purpose of creating citations. Students set up their Noodle Tool accounts that will follow them through 

high school, and learned how to create a bibliography and export it to Google docs.  

 

Thanks for reading and Happy Holidays to all, Mrs. Piccoline 

 

 

 

  


